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Merging intros Horus
convertor

Conference
audio highlights

bought to you by
Horus, from
M e r g i n g
Technology, as
a standalone
convertor offers
‘outstanding performance and capability in
a small form factor for a reasonable price,’
according to the company. Combined with
Merging’s MassCore and connected to a
Ravenna IP-based network, the performance
and flexibility takes on another dimension
and Horus becomes an IP node and allows
comprehensive routing and control of the I-O
capability of the convertor.
Horus contains high quality microphone
preamplifiers, AES-EBU and/or MADI
conversion in both directions with full remote
control of all the parameters. The scalable
solution has applications from simple location
recording and mastering to major broadcast
facilities and OB vans.
MXFix is described as ‘your one-stop shop
for audio to picture compliance’. A single
networked workstation that combines
EBU R128 and ATSC compliant loudness
measurement and correction courtesy of
Jünger Audio’s Level Magic software, it has
Merging’s MXF conformity wrapping that
when combined with Dolby E encode/
decode plug-ins is said to be the most
powerful all-in-one media compliance batch
processing wrap tool available.
Ovation 3 is a powerful Media Server and
Sequencer that has gained Mixer Snapshots
and Recall with Glide Times, Cue Markers
with Interaction Rules, Audio Gain Matrix on
Cues and an Active Cue Window designed
for touchscreen editing.

Friday
13:30-15:00
Keynote: Radio Spectrum Policy: can
broadcast and telecom worlds optimise
the use of a scarce resource? (Forum)
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DPA launches d|Fine headsets

DPA Microphones has launched the d|Fine headset range, which radically updates the
design of its 4066 and 4088 models that are widely used in theatre, broadcast and
conferencing. Named to reflect the headsets’ ‘accurate audio definition and natural
sonic characteristics’, d|Fine also sets a new standard in single earpiece headsets.
DPA is showing its Reference Standard mics, including the Reference Standard
4000 Series, which builds and improves on its Standard and Compact 4006, 4011,
4015 and 4017 mics, and the new Twin Diaphragm Capsules that form the 2000
Series. A range of accessories increase versatility and allow for future upgrades
or new applications.

Calrec expands Armetis Line with Light

RTW V2 for
TouchMonitor

RTW version 2 software for the TouchMonitor
audio meter includes LRA, the new
loudness range measurement tool. Unlike
the measurement of a traditional loudness
bargraph, which shows loudness over a
predefined period, LRA gives an easy-toread, all-in-one indicator of a programme’s
dynamic range and loudness. In addition,
a moving coil, emulating, for example,
broadcast PPMs, is included in version 2.
LRA will also be available in the 31900,
31960 and 11900 surround control and
monitoring products.
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Calrec has released Artemis Light as the
newest member of its Artemis family
of Bluefin2/Hydra2 consoles and has
also introduced a dual-fader Apollo, which
offers double the number of faders in the
same footprint.
Artemis Light introduces a compact
processing rack with DSP and routing
capabilities in a 4U. The router has 8 x Hydra2
ports for interfacing with the Hydra2 I-O
range, as well as other Hydra2 routers and
their I-O. The flexibility of the Hydra2 I-O
means high I-O numbers can be connected
in various formats and tailored to the specific
needs of each environment.
Like the rest of the range, Artemis Light
also supports point-to-multipoint routing,
the Calrec H2O router control GUI, and thirdparty remote control protocols SW-P-08 and
EMBER, allowing remote control of router

and console functions.
Its DSP card provides 240 input channels
that can be assigned as mono, stereo or
surround paths. Up to 16 main outputs and
48 audio groups can be assigned as mono,
stereo or surround from a pool of 72 buses, as
well as 48 track and 24 auxiliary output buses.
‘No sacrifice has been made to quality,
reliability or specification. This is a powerful,
full-featured broadcast production audio
console with full redundancy, designed
to be an integral part of the Bluefin2/
Hydra2 family,’ said Henry Goodman,
Calrec’s head of sales and marketing. ‘Full
compatibility with other Hydra2 networks
means the Artemis Light is scalable beyond
its standalone capabilities, providing a
cost-effective platform that can be easily
expanded if production environments
become more demanding of resources.’
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15:30-16:15
Audibility. (Amsterdam Suite)
Audience criticism grabbed the headlines
when the BBC2 series Wonders of the
Universe attracted complaints that the
programme couldn’t be heard above the
level of background music.
So, can programmes really cater for
the needs of a wide audience without
alienating some of them? How much
should programme-makers take into
account the likely equipment at the
point of use so that what sounds great in
a dubbing suite translates to the listening
experience?

Saturday
14:00-15:30
Digital Radio — the technologies, the
consumers and the Future. (Emerald)
14:30-16:00
Audio Loudness: get it right from the
start. (G102-103)
15:00-15:45
Sport: Visual Spectacle, Aural
Experience. (Amsterdam Suite)
How does constructing a soundscape
in sport differ from other television
genres? Indeed, do different sports
require different treatments for a sound
experience?
From microphone placement to the
mixing of live sports events, this session
will explore ways that broadcasters
produce sports content and how
advances in surround sound and audio
technology might improve audience
experiences in the future.

Monday
15:30-17:00
What’s up with digital SLR cameras,
360 degree production and crowd–
sourced production. (Forum)

Try

www.onlineup.info
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Now a player in Broadcast...

ESPN
To be
announced...

TVNZ
To be
announced...

Sound Moves
To be
announced...

Danish OB
CBS

NEP
Swedish National
Radio

To be
announced...

SD10B

SD7B

It’s little wonder that organizations such as ESPN, CBS, TVNZ and others have recently joined
the team of broadcasters who’ve specified DiGiCo broadcast consoles.

SEE US AT...

DiGiCo Broadcast Series digital mixing systems bring a powerful new combination of abilities
to the world of broadcast sound engineering. Rich and flexible feature sets, designed for
broadcast, are blended with the unique audio engineering and intuitive user interface that
have won DiGiCo consoles countless awards during a decade of innovation in the live music,
corporate event and theatre sound markets.
To see what all the fuss is about, and to find out about new members of the ‘team’, come see
DiGiCo at IBC.

www.digico.biz
DiGiCo UK Ltd. Unit 10 Silverglade Business Park, Leatherhead Road,
Chessington, Surrey KT9 2QL. Tel: +44 (0) 1372 845600
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Genelec showcases
SE and DSP

Genelec is showcasing its SE DSP Monitoring
System, targeted at small recording and mixing
spaces, and its 8260A tri-amplified monitor.
The SE (Small Environment) DSP System
brings a new approach to solving acoustic
issues with small recording and mixing
environments. Smaller production rooms
require compact monitoring solutions and the
system combines the new 10-inch SE7261A
DSP subwoofer with the 8130A digital input
active monitors. The system can be setup
into all popular audio configurations from
subwoofer-assisted stereo to multichannel
reference systems.
GLM.SE software (V1.2 supports Windows 7
and Mac OS X) brings the DSP system together
under computer network control. The software
control of the SE7261A DSP subwoofer
provides all necessary network connections to
the host computer and supplies DSP resources
for the 8130A speakers through its AES-EBU
digital high-pass outputs.

Canford mains
and fibre
Canford has a new series of 19-inch mains
power distribution units and a new range
of fibre optic panels. The new Canford LED
Racklight, 3G HDTV BNC and 3G HDTV
MUSA panels are here as are the latest Ruige
high definition monitors in panel-mounted
and on-camera versions.
Canford’s mains power distribution units
(MDUs) a series featuring sequential power
up and power down. Versions will be
available with power filtering and in a variety
of inlet and outlet types based on IEC or
Neutrik Powercon connectors. With the
addition of this new series Canford’s MDU
range will comprise more than 300 versions.
Additions to Canford’s own manufactured
range of fibre optic termination panels are
also being launched. The panels are based
on their existing rugged highly regarded
broadcast pattern designs. They are
fabricated from extruded aluminium and
come featuring a variety of industry standard
fibre optic couplers.
‘Our experience, and that of our customers,
is that many of the budget fibre panels are
not sufficiently rugged and are over complex,’
said Canford’s Dave Holloway. ‘These new
Canford designs on the other hand, manage
to combine competitive pricing with broadcast
pattern quality. We have taken a few examples
to several systems integrators and they have
been very well received. We will be producing
versions for all the industry standard fibre optic
connector types LC, SC and ST.’
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HDTV OB at Daegu championships

Streamline…

At the 13th IAAF World Athletics Championships in Daegu, South Korea, KBS produced up to
eight hours daily for the integrated host feeds with the 16-camera HDTV-4 OB truck made by
Broadcast Solutions.
After the delivery at the end of June, Broadcast Solutions, supported by Wireworx, supervised
the preparation of the truck and production teams for the World Championships for KBS.
‘At the World Championships in Athletics there are in total 47 disciplines for men and women,’
explained YoungSuck Cho, technical producer at KBS of the Championships. ‘The new OB van
is responsible for the host transmission of all running disciplines. This covers about 60% of all
competitions. Hence it was important to have the new HD OB van for KBS.’
Inside the stadium 40 microphones were placed on the track or mounted on cameras, the
track-PGM (main + backup signal) and a track-CLN feed was produced in 2.0 stereo. The Riedel
intercom system of the OB truck was networked with the Artist systems at the MCR and TOC,
where the signals to the secondary rights holders, such as ARD/ZDF and other national television
channels, were distributed.

Preco introduces Logitek ROC desk
This is the European
launch of the
Logitek ROC audio
control console on
the Preco stand.
Available in 6, 12,
18 and 24-fader
configurations,
the ROC console
is housed in a
desktop or tabletop
enclosure allowing
easy integration
into permanent or temporary studios. The control
surface has 100mm faders, OLED source indicators
and meters, and a suite of controls to maximise the
power of Logitek’s JetStream audio over IP platform.
ROC fader modules include user-definable
16-character source labels on bright wide-angle
displays. The labels support Unicode characters
including Chinese and Kanji. Bus buttons assign

resolution

programme plus
three auxiliary
sends per fader.
Each fader has a
change button and
cue button plus a
softkey that can be
used for talkback
or intercom. The
console includes
a built-in cue
speaker and frontrail headphone
monitor jacks (standard and miniature).
The ROC’s monitor control module has a central
selector for accessing sources, compression settings
and EQ. Three assignable knobs are available for use
with the included vScreen PC application for VGA
meter bridges. Twelve configurable softkeys can be
used to assign quick routes or any other function and
Control buttons can be set to 256 colours via software.

www.riedel.net
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HHB on file-based workflows
The Phone In 6 radio station talkshow
system from Sonifex allows talk-show
hosts to take calls from up to 6 callers
and route them to air through two
separate digital telephone hybrids, or
to conference two callers together.
The Phone In 6 is capable of interfacing
to 2, 4, or 6 phone lines by fitting up to
three modules, where each module can
have two PSTN lines or one ISDN BRI
line. The ISDN basic rate interface allows
two calls to be handled, one on each
B channel. The PSTN module has two
interfaces each using a modern digital
hybrid interface, which is settable by
software to handle a variety of PSTN and
PABX systems with varying impedances,
call connection and disconnection tones.
The unit comprises the PI-6C Base
Console unit which has all the audio and
telephony connections together with
metering and the PI-6R Remote Control
Panel, which connects via Ethernet to
the main unit and allows the user to
see the status of each caller, to receive
an incoming call and to route it to the
mixing desk. It also includes connectors
for a headset that enables remote dialling
out and the screening of incoming calls.

Martin O’Donnell, director of sales, HHB.

HHB is Europe’s leading Avid Pro Tools supplier and UK distributor of Dolby
professional audio products and Wohler monitoring and metering systems. HHB is
profiling new developments in file-based workflow including a new software release
for the Dolby DP600 Program Optimizer. Along with full support of the EBU R128
loudness standard, new multimono support now enables the 6 discreet .wav files
from a Pro Tools 5.1 session to be automatically loudness corrected and transcoded
at five times faster than real-time.
The HHB stand is also the place to see TC’s TM9 standalone loudness meter,
which now includes Dual Radar metering and an emulation of analogue PPMs.
Making its debut on the stand is Wohler’s MADI-8 Audio Monitor, which makes
it easy for broadcasters to implement MADI within their workflows. OB operators
will welcome the reduction in cabling that MADI delivers over traditional analogue
or AES-based audio distribution. Also on show from Wohler is the Pandora loudness
analyser and PRESTO 16:2 3G video switcher.

AEQ’s Forum is a self-contained
digital console designed for radio
and television on-air broadcasting. Its
flexible design allows it to be adapted
to the application and the console
has automatic monitor speaker cutoff, cough muting, fader start, control
signalling, inter face signalling for
automation of external equipment,
external communications
management,
Resolution_Sep11_4c_TAP_216_62_bleed.pdf
and intercom.

AMP2-16V version 5 features a new automation configuration menu and hot
keys that allow the unit to recall presets automatically based on a predefined set of
conditions, greatly simplifying operations for a broader range of users by addressing
even the most complex applications with a single press of a button. Version 5 now
offers support for Dolby and SMPTE 2020 metadata-based downmixing, more
specific status window descriptors, and remote setup and software update options
via Ethernet connection.
Wohler’s AMP2-16V features dual 4.3-inch OLEDs that support dedicated video
monitoring, metadata monitoring, loudness metering, audio routing and mix
controls,
and Dolby Zoom functions.
23.08.2011
19:13:36
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RME is known for it s MADI /AES
products but it also has USB and
FireWire interfaces, PCI Express cards,
preamps and convertors. A complement
to the RME products, ALVA delivers
an extensive selection of professional
cables and a range of other items
designed to make studio or on-stage
life easier.
Aeta Audio
develops
and markets
a range of
portable
s ound recording unit s and is a
leading developer of advanced audio
codecs optimised for any media and
transport infrastructure. The company
is a co-founder of the Audio-Over-IP
experts group.
4Minx is a portable DSP-based
combined audio recorder and 4-channel
mixer. It is rugged and robust with rotary
encoders, programmable function keys,
and a TFT display panel. It has four mic/
line inputs, two stereo line inputs, and
two AES3/AES42 inputs, along with two
stereo line outputs, two auxiliary outputs,
and three AES3 outputs. The DSP-based
mixer supports four channels and a stereo
mixdown, and the unit provides flexible
routing through any mix of analogue,
digital, and 100Base-T outputs. Its
mic preamps integrate monitoring for
SoundField microphone systems

MediorNet Compact Euro First
MediorNet Compact from Riedel is the
first 50G multimedia stagebox
with integrated WDM and is
billed as the cost-effective
and easy-to-use entry into
the Riedel MediorNet world
of integrated media signal
distribution and processing. It provides
the flexibility of a true real-time media network, including
integrated signal processing, at the cost of simple multiplexing point-to-point
products. With a network bandwidth of 50Gbit/s, MediorNet Compact has capacity
for bi-directional transport of 12 HD-SDI signals, dozens of MADI streams or GbitEthernet signals and hundreds of audio channels or intercom ports.
Riedel is presenting a Video Transport Solution that it claims will render satellite
uplinks redundant and will also introduce a new intercom product that it says will
redefine the way wired communications are realised.

A-T X/Y and stick
Audio-Technica’s AT2022 X/Y stereo
condenser microphone has two unidirectional
condenser capsules in an X/Y configuration to
allow for 90-degree (narrow) or 120-degree
(wide) stereo operation. The capsules also
fold flat for storage. It includes a 0.5m
cable terminating in a 3-pin XLRF-type and
a 1/8-inch connector. The output of the
microphone is a 3-pin XLRM-type connector
and it requires an AA battery for operation.
A switch permits the choice of flat or lowfrequency roll-off (80Hz high-pass filter).
The AT2031 cardioid condenser endaddress mic is said to be ideal for stringed
instruments and offers an extended

frequency response with a slight rise in the
high frequency range. Low self-noise and
high SPL handling contribute to a wide
dynamic range. It has a switchable 150Hz
6dB/octave high-pass filter.
The U855QL gooseneck mic is designed as
a talkback, paging and dispatch microphone.
The low-profile element provides a uniform
cardioid polar pattern with 120-degree
acceptance angle and a tailored frequency
response for intelligibility in environments
with excessive ambient noise. An XLRM-type
connector at the base allows the microphone
to be plugged directly into an XLRF-type
panel jack.

The latest mixer from Audio Developments
is the model AD071, which is aimed at single
operator applications, such as with DSLR
cameras. It has three input and two main
outputs in a very small case size and a weight
of 420g. It has three mic or line inputs and the
mic inputs have 48V phantom and an HPF. Mic
inputs and outputs have limiters; thus the mixer
can be pre-set. A range of accessories for use
with different cameras is also on show.
The CX2 twin true diversity slot-in receiver
from Audio Ltd is the latest addition to the
En2 range of cost-effective wireless systems
dedicated to the ENG market. The world’s
smallest, true diversity, battery powered
receiver is the DX. Audio Ltd is also showing
the PX plug-on transmitter with true 48V
phantom power and a host of other features
for the ENG market.
AVT’s MAGIC TH6 telephone hybrids for six
callers provide POTS or ISDN interfaces and a
LAN interface for voice over IP. Two analogue
and four digital interfaces are available and
system control is via Windows software.
Callers can be screened and the information
can be managed in a database. The user can
establish up to four PC workplaces and share
the system between two studios.
For smaller applications, there’s the MAGIC
TH2plus hybrids for two caller lines in POTS,
ISDN or VoIP. They are available in a halfrack
version with external power supply. TH2plus
hybrids have screening/database function,
conferencing, call forwarding, and DTMF
analysis for game shows.
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Jünger expands *AP family
Conducfil is a cable manufacturer with a
range of cables for audio, video, sound,
lighting and broadcast. These include
cables for loudspeakers, microphones, Star
Quad cables, Multipair cables, RGB coaxial,
digital video coaxial, and Triaxial. All cables
are available in OFC, LSOH, FR and LS.

The Lyra from D&R is a digital desktop
production mixer with DSP by Texas
Instruments. Operation is said to be
with the same comfort as a conventional
analogue production mixer with high speed
controller-response and system stability. It
is possible to control Lyra’s functions over
the internet.

Dalet Enterprise Edition is a flexible, highly
scalable Media Asset Management platform
that melds different production workflows,
multiple formats and diverse systems into
a unified, managed environment. Built-in
tools streamline production and distribution
workflows. It also provides a foundation for
incorporating other systems and software.
Eela Audio’s D3 digital mixer is said to be
general purpose but also has the features
needed for use on-air or radio production.
The EA916 journalist unit is a USB audio
module with built-in telephone hybrid,
line and headphones output, microphone
and line input that makes the recording a
telephone interview simple.
The D50 portable digital mixer has six mic
inputs with phantom and operates on mains
or rechargeable batteries. It comes with an
internal audio recorder on SD card.

Focal Professional is the professional
division of French speaker manufacturer
Focal. The company has the CMS range of
monitors and the new SM9 3-way design.
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Jünger Audio has two additions to its range of Level Magic processors. The D*AP LM2 is a twochannel Digital Audio Processor incorporating Version II of Jünger’s Level Magic algorithm, which
is compliant with all current broadcast audio loudness recommendations including ITU, EBU R128
and ATSC A/85.
Designed as a successor to its D06 unit, the D*AP LM2 offers a combination of dynamics and
loudness control. It can handle analogue and digital and has an automatic input switchover with
parallel output formats. Adaptive Dynamics come as standard, allowing customers to incorporate
additional processing blocks, such as filters, compressors, expanders and the recently introduced
proprietary Spectral Signature processor.
The D*AP LM4 is a 4-channel Processor aimed at television broadcasters and video production and
postproduction companies that need to control audio loudness while creating and editing broadcast
content. Similar in concept to the Jünger Audio B46 processor, which it will ultimately replace, the
D*AP LM4 also has AES-EBU I-O, along with optional 3G/HD/SD-SDI I-O or analogue I-O.
The T*AP TV Audio Processor made its operational debut at this year’s Eurovision Song Contest.
It provides Loudness control, Upmix and surround processing for up to eight channels.

MediorNet
Compact

Soft front-end for DSF-3
SoundField has
released the
DSF-3 Remote
A p p , a f re e
downloadable
software control
application for
its hardware
DSF-3 Digital
Surround
P r o c e s s o r.
This provides
computerbased control
of the DSF-3
over USB; the
DSF-3 Remote
App runs as
a standalone application on the PC. The Remote
App also introduces new processing parameters not
accessible from the front panel of the DSF-3 hardware,
including Snap/Tilt, which enables the Front and
Rear Surround signals generated by the microphone
to be ‘tilted’ independently without physically
moving the microphone. This feature was introduced
in response to feedback from broadcasters, who

wished to
correct for
the fact that
raising the front
surround signals
when rigged
in stadiums
resulted in a
lowering of the
rear surrounds;
now the two
may be altered
independently.
Graphical
displays show
the extent of
front and rear
Tilt for the
Snap/Tilt feature and also for the mic’s currently
selected polar pattern, which is independently
adjustable for the Front, Centre and Rear channels via
the Remote App. Other features available exclusively
via the software include user-definable delay on the
rear surround channels, and a Zoom control for the
audio, as featured on SoundField’s Surround Zone
processing software.

Glensound Talent Box
Glensound claims to have advanced commentary system
design into a new segment with a commentary box that
offers facilities and feature combinations not available
elsewhere. The Talent Box has developed as an evolution
of the GS-CU001B single box commentary system.
With the Talent Box, each of the three commentary
positions has an external remote control that connects
to the main unit via USB. The Talent Box Remote has
identical controls to the main unit so the commentator
can move away several metres and still adjust
incoming audio feeds, turn the mic on/off (or cough),
and operate the three talkback buttons.
The two main commentary positions plus guest
design is practical, but it does mean that the guest
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position does not get control of their own monitoring
sources, or their own talkback buttons. Talent Box
Remote gives this full functionality to the third
commentary/guest position.
The Talent Box features CMBus, which allows
multiple Talent Boxes to link their three main buses
— programme, talkback and monitoring — meaning
that many commentators can be added to a single
mixed programme output.
An internet connection on the Talent Box allows an
engineer to remotely control the on/off and gain levels
of each commentator via a web browser interface. This
is a function that has never been available on a single
box unit before.
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Breaking news ...
or broken news?
NIGEL JOPSON examines the power and influence of the
24-hour news channel, and asks if it is fit for purpose.

T

he TV news flash once heralded an
event of momentous proportions:
broadcasting was suspended to
announce the death of a president
or paratroopers annexing foreign soil. The
announcement might be delivered in a patrician
manner, but the news was certain to be
vigorously discussed on TV later by rainmakers
and iconoclasts of the day — in the case of
the paratroopers — almost too vigorously
(AJP Taylor and Michael Foot versus
Robert Boothby on ATV’s Free
Speech). This model of TV news
dramatically changed in 1981 with
the launch of CNN (Cable Network
News), providing a 24-hour cycle of
headlines for the first time. The Gulf
War in 1991 was a turning point due
to a scoop: CNN was the only agency
broadcasting from inside Baghdad
during the dramatic beginning of
the assault, with unforgettable live
reports from Bernie Shaw and Peter
Arnett at the Al-Rashid hotel. Over
a billion viewers worldwide found it
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hard to separate themselves from the sofa
as the drama of an all-out bombardment
unfolded in real-time, CNN eclipsed the
big three US networks for the first time,
and as a result CNN International was
created and can now be seen in more
than 212 countries.
In 1989 24-hour Sky News launched
with the slogan ‘We’re there when you
need us’: it’s now watched by more than
145m worldwide. The BBC became its first UK competitor with BBC News 24 in
1997, which became available via an internet live stream in 2008, rebranded BBC
News. There are now more than 80 dedicated news channels globally, many with
their own distinctive influences. RT International: launched in 2005 and formerly
known as Russia Today — during prime time the American accents and diverse
ethnicity of news anchors give a cosmopolitan feel but daytime viewing sometimes
reveals a surprising sentimentality for the Soviet era, or national selfpromotion. France 24: launched in 2006, and sponsored by former
president Jacques Chirac, well known for his drive to safeguard the
French language and to promote a Francophile view of the world. Al
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Jazeera: owned by and headquartered in the state of Quatar, has become a dominant
news-provider in the Arab world. Al Jazeera’s satellite availability has broken the
stranglehold of state-run TV in the Middle East while Al Jazeera English, founded
in 2006, broadcasts to more than 220m households in more than 100 countries.
‘This is a bit of a breakthrough moment for Al Jazeera,’ said Charlie Beckett,
director of the Polis media research unit at the LSE. He suggests the channel may
gain credibility for its coverage of the Arab Spring popular uprisings in Tunisia,
Egypt, Yemen and Libya. Beaming interviews with key personalities and graphic
(sometimes grisly) images of protests to the world, they’ve played a pivotal role as
a key source of information at a time when the BBC, which has broadcast in Arabic
since 1938, announced it will trim more than 400 jobs in its World Service. Ex-BBC
man Stephen Cole, who now works for AJE, said he feels the $750m pumped in by
the Qatari owners was finally paying off in influence and reputation. Cole said the
revolutionaries talked to Al Jazeera because they knew they could get their voices
heard: ‘If people are joined in a dialogue, they are not as frightened.’
Despite developments in technology, effective news still relies on the resourcefulness
and resources of those gathering it. The recent UK riots showed how tricky this is to
get right — a confusion of police tactics and a fluid situation meant journalists were
unable to follow the normal route of staying behind
police lines — because there were none. Helicopters
were deployed by Sky and BBC, with both channels
providing compelling footage and integrating mobile
phone-shot footage from local residents and journalists.
Viewing of the BBC News channel reached a record
8.5m on the Monday night, with an unprecedented
demand from the public for a reliable and authoritative
report on what was actually happening. Apart from
abuse and assaults on the ground, the networks had
to cope with criticism that the comprehensive coverage
was actually inciting rioters. ‘I had a discussion with
our news desk editor when we put a helicopter up in
Hackney,’ said Fran Unsworth, head of BBC Media
Gathering. ‘He pointed out that since we had started
transmitting the pictures at around four ‘o clock, it
seemed the crowd had grown on the ground and he
questioned whether we were actually inciting people
to go along. I don’t think it could have just been that,
because we see what impact social media was having.
We do have to remember that our first job is to report,
and we can’t always get into this defaulting to the
social consequences of what it is that we are doing.’
The day after helicopters had been hovering
in Hackney, I found myself somewhere between
Manchester and Birmingham, trying to discover what
was occurring in these cities, after hearing on the
radio that there’d been rioting. Flicking on BBC News
in a hotel, it felt like I’d fallen through a time-warp
to another era: a vaguely urban scene of a kid on
a BMX seemed to be on an endless loop, together
with what resembled library footage of police cars.
Despite the fact that Tuesday’s riots were boilingover in the back yard of the BBC’s expensive new
MediaCityUK in Salford, the Beeb failed to field any
meaningful reportage, having concentrated resources
on London. It was only after Sky News rebroadcast
footage from charity Sikh community channel Sangat
TV that I was able to see what was really happening.
Sangat provided gung-ho journalism that cameramen
like Ronnie Noble of the WWII and Korean war era
would have found familiar. Pumped-up Sikh guys
careered around in a van, chased and were chased by
rioters, talked their way out of violent confrontations
and brought TV some of the most dramatic footage
viewers experienced over the entire period of shameful
disturbances.
In retrospect, the stand-out visual reporting of
the riots owed nothing to big TV networks and
everything to old-fashioned journalistic guts: off-duty
Sky journalist Mark Stone confronted looters on his
home turf of Clapham Junction, videoing them on
2
his iPhone — ‘Are you proud of what you’re doing,
are you?!’ — he was chased but managed to escape
calrec.com
when a bouncer let him into a club. The iconic image
of a woman leaping from a burning building, which

later came to symbolise the riots, was captured by a professional photographer who
witnessed the drama — she then ran through the rioting mob after wrapping her
SLR and 200mm lens in her cardigan. And the ‘Hackney lady video’ — an elderly
woman with a walking stick telling off rioters for misbehaving — was taken with
a mobile phone and posted on YouTube.
Apart from the so-called ‘CNN effect’ — the knee jerk reaction of politicos to
current news — the most familiar criticism of rolling news channels is that much
of what is broadcast is not really news at all, just over-reported. The assiduous
reporting of the manoeuvres of D-list celebrities — or the blow-by-blow recounting
of the personally tragic but globally irrelevant — the long-drawn out Madeleine
McCann rumour mill, the over-hyped reporting of OJ Simpson’s trial. I think the real
danger — and failure on 24-hour news — is in quite the opposite direction: the big
story may be brushed under the carpet, and in the rush to get news on air the true
meaning behind world events are twisted to fit a bizarre news-gathering consensus.
The race to satisfy the inner-child in the audience and be first to recount ‘what
happens next’ has blinded supposed world-affairs professionals to the bleeding
obvious, and news channels fall into line too quickly with a unanimous Lego-like
view of events — blue corner good — red corner bad.
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What do I mean by this? Take recent
events in Libya as an example: there are
at least two important threads to this
which have been completely overlooked
in the race by news gatherers to be seen
to be first to sit next to the nice young
rebel in the Technical. Watch the combat
footage from CNN or Sky and a definite
pattern emerges: rag-tag rebels drive in
making much noise; rag-tag boys retreat
under fire to chant in front of helmeted reporter’s camera; some
minutes later massive billow of smoke in distance and camera
shake; rag-tags roll forward again. In Vietnam the scream of jets
or throb of rotors would have been a dead give-away, but even a
person who’s military
training is 30 years
out-of-date can tell
what is happening:
someone has called
in an air-strike to get
the rag-tag lads out of
trouble.
All decisions, of
course, are entirely
up to the Libyans ...
and there will be absolutely no NATO boots on
the ground ... despite the presence of Western
diplomats, oil-men, re-branded Private Military
Contractors and others masquerading as ‘advisors’.
The parallels with the sort of news consumers were
fed in 2003, when Saddam Hussein went to ground
and US troops started taking casualties in Iraq,
seems scarily obvious — if only to me. Isn’t there
something we can learn from such recent history?
In 2003, the talk was similarly of ‘diehards’ who
‘didn’t understand’, and that it was ‘all over’ ...
buzzwords that have re-appeared recently on CNN,

Reuters, NBC and Sky. What would the
Vietnam-era investigative journos make
of it all?
When the BBC announce Libyan
rebels are 8km from Tripoli’s city centre
at the very moment Sky News has live
pictures of plucky Alex Crawford riding
into Gadhafi’s compound in the back of
a pickup truck, or CNN flash up a map
on the screen mistakenly locating Sara
Sidner in Tripoli — Tripoli in Lebanon, that
is — I don’t see it as a failure. It’s only the
fog of action and live news reporting, the
guys (and girls) on the ground are doing
a great job. It’s just that, if we are paying
quite a lot to get that information, and if
Twitter and online resources increasingly
have the information first ... maybe those
guys are doing the wrong job. If global
humanity really cannot remember events
of such a recent past — if professional
news journalists are not going to draw
our attention to recent history — then we
are condemned to repeat the past, just as
Satayana predicted. And as Mark Twain
once said: ‘A lie can travel halfway around the world while the truth
is putting on its shoes’.
Or did Twain really say these words? I’ve always heard this quote
glibly attributed to the author, but rummaging through my extensive
Mark Twain bookshelf for Resolution’s journalistic due diligence, I
could find no independent confirmation. It seems much more likely
the words are from a little-known Baptist preacher Charles Haddon
Spurgeon, who apparently said in one of his sermons in 1855: ‘A lie
will go round the world while truth is pulling its boots on.’ Still, boots
... shoes ... who cares? I’ll go with the famous author, because I’ve
got a deadline to meet and nobody will care once it’s been re-tweeted
a few times… n
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A new standard for video reference
It’s not a sound product but audio folk would do well to grasp the significance and technology behind Dolby new Reference Monitor
— it’ll be playing in a post suite near you. Dobly’s Mark Price explains.

F

or the postproduction industry, 2007 marked the end of an era. Until
then, many post facilities and others requiring critical viewing had
relied on the faithful Sony BVM monitors, which had become the de
facto reference standard. But when production of the CRT professional
monitor ceased in 2007 it created something of a dilemma — quite simply, what
now? As Phil Linturn, MD of post house Glassworks Amsterdam puts it: ‘When
CRT production stopped, we were all left with the prospect of a regular replacement
tube hunt, or the hope that a new standard would emerge to replace the Sony CRT.’
Efforts to produce a new reference standard video monitor were not well received
— ‘Basically, nothing performed to the CRT standard as defined by ITU, and the
industry couldn’t see where the new standard would come from,’ explained Phil.
LCD-based solutions typically featured elevated, milky blacks because of the
cold cathode fluorescent lamp (CCFL), with poor off-axis colour accuracy. Plasmabased solutions have their own particular limitations, including poor rendition of the
image as it comes up out of black, lacking detail in the darker ranges of the image;
shifting luminance levels over time; and the fabled screen burn-in.
‘There was clearly an opportunity for someone to provide a new monitor
technology that could meet the exacting requirements of postproduction facilities
like us,’ says Phil. ‘But it was clear that simply recreating the CRT technology would
not take the professional community into the future. We really needed someone to
create a new standard.’
This is because the postproduction industry has also moved on dramatically
in the past four years, beyond HD to 2K and 4K workflows, with the DI process
becoming ubiquitous. So it was clear that any new display technology needed
to support formats such as DCI-P3 and emerging 12-bit formats, as well as
provide new capabilities and workflow opportunities for the colour critical viewing
community. With facilities in London and Amsterdam, Glassworks works for
advertising agencies and production houses, locally and internationally. Being
involved in some of the most prestigious campaigns in advertising, it was vital for
Glassworks to be able to continue to offer the best facilities for its clients.
At which point an unlikely candidate stepped out of the milky blackness to offer
a new vision for the post industry.
Dolby is known for its heritage in the cinema industry and has a long history of
working with professionals in the content creation community. This relationship
September 2011

meant the company had a front row view of the changes in display technology that
were causing problems for the postproduction community. As a consequence, for
eight years, Dolby had been quietly committed to exploring new opportunities in
image technology, the first beginning with technology for digital cinema, including
3D and servers, then extending that into tackling the challenge facing the post
industry.
‘Dolby looked at this landscape of professional video monitors and decided
the time was right to leverage its deep engineering expertise,’ says Bill Admans,
director of production and postproduction solutions at Dolby’s facilities in the
American West Coast content community of Burbank. What emerged was the
Dolby PRM-4200 Professional Reference Monitor, and one of the first customers
was Glassworks Amsterdam.
‘We needed a solution for our new Baselight grading suite in Amsterdam,’
explains Phil Linturn. ‘Our London Telecine suite has always been happy using
the Sony CRTs, but tubes are increasingly rare, and we felt that it made sense to
recognise the shift in technology at consumer level, so we began a search for the
very best option.’
While the EBU standard Grade 1 monitors were still being used for critical visual
evaluation of image quality for colour grading (with the Sony BVM-D series CRTbased monitor being the gold standard), home viewers were increasingly moving
away from the traditional CRT to more practical and larger LCD and Plasma TVs for
their living room. ‘Domestic consumers may not have the Dolby PRM-400 in their
living rooms,’ says Phil, ‘but we felt it important to research the best LED option
available for professional use.’
The Dolby PRM-4200 offers a new standard for critical viewing applications. The
monitor renders true black levels, highly accurate dark detail, and the most precise
colour accuracy possible, across a wide dynamic range at all luminance levels and
in all formats.
‘When we first saw the PRM-4200 I have to admit we were very surprised,’
said Phil. ‘We have not seen any other LCD monitor capable of handling an image
in the way the Dolby does. Nice whites, nice blacks, nice soft colour, no artefacts.
Very impressive.’
Support of 3D LUTs means the Dolby PRM monitor can be calibrated to exactly
match digital screening environments and emulate the response of film-print
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stocks during the digital intermediate process. With this capability, productions and
postproduction facilities can establish accurate colour grading suites without the
need to install a costly DCI-P3 projection system.
‘We briefly used a Barco RHDM 2301,’ says Phil, ‘but at his previous companies,
our expert colourist Scott Harris was grading from Sony Grade 1 CRT 24 and
36-inch monitors, so he
was keen to try the Dolby
PRM.’ Featuring a 42-inch
diagonal LCD flat-panel
display with a resolution
of 1920 x 1080 pixels and
a refresh rate of 120Hz,
the Dolby Monitor delivers
a spaciously wide angle
viewing area of plus or
minus 45 degrees. ‘With
the Dolby being an LCD,
the viewing angle is the
biggest difference between
the two technologies,’ says
Scott Harris. ‘However,
the Dolby PRM 4200 is
remarkably close to a CRT,
giving back that ‘soft’
feeling in dealing with
whites and blacks and
tonal range.’
An external desktop,
or rack-mounted, remote
controller handles all control functions, which means that for Scott there are no
onscreen displays to interfere with the image on the monitor. The remote gives access
to all of the Monitor’s features, functions, and parameters through a simple menu.
One of the things experts notice first about the Dolby monitor is the black level
performance. For postproduction professionals, the most critical portion of the image
is in the near blacks. Bill Admans explains: ‘The chief problem in LCD displays is
that the CCFL causes the lifted ‘milky’ blacks that have made the displays infamous
among colour critical users. CCFLs also limit the available colour gamut. While static

LED backlight units can offer improved colour, but they do little to solve the lack of
pure, deep blacks. Clearly, we had to think differently.’
Dolby’s innovation came through the creation of a unique backlight unit
comprising 1,500 RGB LED triads that directly illuminate the LCD panel.
The output of each R, G, and B element within each LED is dynamically
modulated on a frame-by-frame basis
with respect to the image content for
each frame. When the image requires
that any portion of the screen goes dark,
the LEDs are dimmed, which means that
no light will pass through the LCD to
the viewer. The result is absolute black
levels that challenge the limits of most
instruments to accurately measure. In
fact, the black level of the PRM-4200
has been measured as better than can
be achieved on any other display device.
Dolby’s patented dual modulation
process is at the heart of how the Monitor
provides unprecedented black levels,
along with precise colour accuracy at all
luminance levels, and also enables very
wide dynamic ranges to be achieved.
The Dolby PRM’s very wide ‘dynamic
envelope’ and very wide ‘gamut
envelope’ is at the core of the monitor’s
emulation capabilities. It can emulate any
monitor whose performance fits within
this very wide gamut up to DCI-P3 and
luminance envelope up to 600cd/m².
‘The first element of dual modulation is the 12-bit backlight unit with over
4,500 separate control signals going to the backlight unit in real time,’ explains Bill.
‘Those signals control the output level based on the need of the picture in that spot
on the frame, changing frame-to-frame.
‘The backlight operates at 6,000 frames per second with a 12-bit PWM control
that has a clock rate of 24MHz. Having generated a full colour backlight image, this
is then modelled as part of the algorithm to generate the LCD image.’
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The second element of dual modulation
is the LCD panel itself, which is modulated
in real time based on a complex algorithm
composed of a variety of matrix and 2-D
filtering operations. ‘The computational
power making this possible, that originally
required nearly 2 TFLOPs to operate,
is now implemented in state-of-the-art
FPGAs,’ says Bill.
Importantly, the Dolby PRM not only
matches the former CRT-based monitor,
but also improves upon it in several
key areas. On a practical and economic
side, the LCD/LED display technology
used by the PRM-4200 means the end
of re-tubing reference monitors every 18 to 24 months. This costly and
environmentally unsound practice has no place in the future of postproduction. The
PRM 4200 can also overcome many of the CRT’s negative performance metrics,
including Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) rolloff, excessive glare from thick front glass, limits
of SMPTE C gamut, and the constant need to
calibrate and compensate for an essentially unstable
technology.
Critical viewing can also now take place in daylight
environments, including on the film set, based on two
innovations central to the Dolby Monitor. The first
feature that combats high ambient light, reflections,
and glare is a very high quality and extremely
effective anti-reflection coating that is applied to the
front of the display panel. The Dynamic Reference
mode (DYN) is the second feature that enables
the Dolby PRM to be used in high ambient light
environments. It offers two main operational modes,
CRT and Dynamic Reference mode, and functions
as an extremely accurate reference device, with
maximum luminance of 120cd/m² in CRT mode and
600cd/m² in dynamic reference mode.
With a continuously variable Maximum Luminance
range of 40cd/m² to 600cd/m², the Dynamic Reference
mode not only allows colour grading in high ambient
environments, but also provides the ability to view
the full dynamic range of the latest high-end digital
cameras, including the ARRI Alexa, Red Epic and
Sony F35.
With generic LCD and Plasma emulation modes
for quick consumer-based Quality Control checks in
the grading room, the Dolby PRM can also emulate
the consumer monitor performance in the typically
brighter home-viewing experience.
So, for the first time, postproduction facilities can
use the more cost efficient Dolby monitor as a viewing
device, creating another Digital Intermediate suite and
freeing up the more expensive screening rooms for
work requiring large-screen display. Furthermore, a
cinematographer, director or colourist can now see
a brighter image when working in a higher ambient
environment, without losing accuracy within the
black levels and, at the same time, maintaining a
precise colourimetry.
‘The new wave of high-resolution digital cameras
like the ARRI Alexa, RED Epic and Sony F35 feature
increased dynamic range performance,’ says Bill
Admans. ‘Up until now, monitors have only been
able to display a small portion of these high-resolution
images, but the Dolby Monitor already supports
native viewing of both 10-bit and 12-bit formats.’
As advanced 12-bit and 13-bit high dynamic range
workflows replace existing 10-bit workflows, the Dolby
PRM-4200 will be capable of displaying the advanced
high-dynamic range output of cameras, colour grading
systems and other production and postproduction
devices. This future-proofs it for the new higher bit rate
workflows such as the Academy of Motion Pictures
Arts & Sciences’ development of a new architecture for
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digital cinema mastering, and the Dolby
PRM-4200 is the only Grade 1 monitor
on the market that already supports this
proposed infrastructure.
Clearly, the Dolby Professional
Reference Monitor offers a replacement
for and improvement on existing CRT
monitors, as well as a pathway to the
future of high resolution digital acquisition
and postproduction. ‘At this stage, the
Dolby PRM 4200 is hands-down the best
grading monitor available since the CRT,’
says Phil Linturn. ‘We know of no other
monitor that comes close to emulating a
CRT the way the Dolby can.
‘In addition, the PRM 4200 has the wow factor that hits you as you enter the
suite. No other comparable product has the picture quality, and also the scale, of
this monitor.’ n
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